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Abstract – The standard model for stereophonic acoustic 
echo cancellation (SAEC) consists of a two-input/two-
output system with real random variables, which can be 
modeled using four adaptive filters. Recently, we used 
the widely linear (WL) model in the context of SAEC. In 
this case, we deal with a single-input/single-output 
system with complex random variables, which involves 
only one adaptive filter. In this paper, the functionality 
of the WL-SAEC scheme is shown using the recursive 
least-squares (RLS)-dichotomous coordinate descent 
(DCD) algorithm. Moreover, a dual path filtering 
methodology is used to make the algorithm more robust. 
 
Keywords: stereophonic acoustic echo cancellation 
(SAEC), widely linear (WL) model, recursive least-
squares (RLS) algorithm, dichotomous coordinate 
descent (DCD), transfers logic (TL). 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Stereo transmissions make use of independent 
audio channels to enhance the sound directionality 
[1], using a typical configuration of two loudspeakers 
and two microphones. Nonetheless, a compromise is 
made as a result of the increased complexity of the 
stereophonic acoustic echo cancellation (SAEC) 
scheme. The system has two-inputs and two-outputs 
(i.e., the loudspeakers and microphones signals [2]) 
with four acoustic echo paths (i.e., the impulse 
responses from the loudspeakers to the microphones) 
to be estimated using four adaptive filters [2], [3]. 
Moreover, the two input signals (i.e., the loudspeaker 
signals) are linearly related [2], [3] and the system of 
equations solved by the adaptive algorithm can be 
singular, producing more than one possible solution 
[2]. In order to avoid the potential instability of the 
system, a preprocessing method must be employed to 
reduce the coherence between the two signals, 
conserving as much as possible the signal quality and 
the stereo effect. 
 Recently, we recast the SAEC problem using the 
widely linear (WL) model [2], [3]. The two-input/ 
two-output system with real random variables was 

restructured as a single-input/single-output scheme 
with complex random variables (CRVs) [2]. Also, the 
four real-valued impulse responses are linked into one 
complex-valued impulse response. In addition, we 
used the recursive least-squares (RLS) algorithm [2], 
[4], [5] in the WL context [3]. This algorithm is a 
good choice for SAEC scenarios thanks to its fast 
convergence rate. 
 In order to decrease the prohibitive arithmetic 
complexity of the RLS algorithm, the dichotomous 
coordinate descent (DCD) method [6], [7] can be used 
to perform the necessary matrix inversion using only 
additions. Furthermore, the algorithm can be made 
more robust in double-talk scenarios [2] by using a 
two-path filtering methodology governed by transfer 
logic (TL) [8]. Some preliminary work can be found 
in [9]. In this paper, we investigate two versions of the 
DCD method and their key parameters. Simulations 
were performed to validate the proposed solutions. 
   
 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
   
 Let us denote by L

( )x n  (“left”) and R
( )x n   

(“right”) the input (or loudspeaker) signals and by 
t,LL ,h t,LR ,h t,RL ,h t,RRh  the L-dimensional vectors 

of the loudspeaker-to-microphone “true” acoustic 
impulse responses [2], [3]. Thus, we define the two 
echo signals:  
 

               
L t,LL L t,RL R

( ) ( ) ( ),T Ty n n nh x h x             (1) 

               
R t,RR L t,LR R

( ) ( ) ( ),T Ty n n nh x h x            (2) 
 

where T  signifies transpose and the most recent L  
input samples form the vectors: 
 
      

L L L L
( ) [ ( ) ( 1) ... ( 1) ] ,Tn x n x n x n Lx   (3) 

      
R R R R

( ) [ ( ) ( 1) ... ( 1) ] .Tn x n x n x n Lx  (4) 
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 The WL model combines the real random 
variables into CRVs. First, the input complex signal is  
 
                          

L R
( ) ( ) ( ),x n x n jx n                   (5) 

 
where .1j  Next, the complex input vector is 
defined using (3) and (4): 
 
                           L R

( ) ( ) + ( ).n n j nx x x                 (6) 
 
 Additionally, the complex echo signal [2], [3] is 
written as 
 

                    L R

*
t t

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ), (7)H H

y n y n jy n

n n'h x h x
 

 
where the superscripts H  and *  denote transpose-
conjugate and conjugate; the complex vectors 
 
                              

t t,1 t,2
,jh h h                         (8) 

                              
t t,1 t,2

,j' ' 'h h h                         (9) 

 
are formed with linear combinations of the true 
impulse responses: 
 

     t,LL t,RR t,RL t,LR
t,1 t ,22 2

, ,
h h h h

h h     (10) 

      t,LL t,RR t,RL t,LR
t,1 t,22 2

, .' '
h h h h

h h   (11) 

 
 Furthermore, the complex echo can be expressed 
in a simpler manner as 
 

                           
t

( ) ( ),Hy n nh x                      (12) 
 

where  
 

       
t t t

,,
TT T⎡ ⎤

⎣ ⎦
'h h h ( )( ) [ , ( )] .T H Tnn nx x x     (13) 

 
As a result, the complex microphone signal [2], [3] 
(or the complex output) is defined as 
 
               

t
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),Hd n y n v n n v nh x       (14) 

 
where 

L R
( ) ( ) ( )v n v n jv n  is the complex near-

end signal [2], which can be noise, speech, or a 
combination of both.  
 The classic SAEC scheme has two-input and two-
output signals (i.e., a total number of four real random 
variables), which are now compacted into a one-input/ 
one-output system with CRVs [1], [2]. Moreover, the 

four L dimensional vectors representing the true real-
valued echo paths (that have to be estimated) are 
combined into a single vector (i.e., 

t
h ) with 2L 

complex values. 
 Regardless of the adaptive algorithm used to 
estimate the complex echo path, the linear system of 
equations to be solved might not have a unique 
solution; the reason is the linear relation between the 
two input signals L

( )x n  and R
( )x n  [2], [3]. A 

remedy is to use a pre-distortion method, as the one 
proposed in [2] and [3], which modifies the phase of 
the complex input signal ( )x n  and introduces a 
compromise between the nonlinearity amount and the 
stereo effect of the audio signal. More details are 
available in [2] and [3]. 
 
 

III. THE DCD-RLS ALGORITHM 
 
 In this paper, we use of the RLS algorithm to 
estimate the complex impulse response 

t
.h  It has a 

fast convergence rate but also a high arithmetic 
complexity which is proportional to 4L2. For the RLS 
algorithm in the context of the WL linear, the 2L-
dimensional vectors 

t
h  and ( )nx  are the interleaved 

versions of the ones defined in (13) [2], [3].  
 We have the set of coefficients ( )nh  of the 
adaptive filter used to estimate the true complex echo 
path 

t
h . At any time instance n, the complex echo 

estimate is defined using 
 

                       ˆ ( ) ( 1) ( ).Hy n n nh x                     (15) 
 
Thus, the a-priori error signal [2] is defined: 
 
       ˆ( ) ( ) ( ).e n d n y n                       (16) 
 
 Considering the defined complex-valued signals, 
the least-squares error criterion (also called the cost 
function) [2], [4] is expressed as 
 

       
2

1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,

n
n i H

i
J n d i n i∑h h x        (17) 

 
where  is the forgetting factor 0 1 ,  which 
directly impacts the memory in the statistical 
estimates [2], [4]; the special case of 1  
corresponds to infinite memory. 
 It can be shown that the minimization of the cost 
function ,( )J nh with respect to ( ),nh  leads to the 
well-known normal equations [2]: 
 
                          ( ) ( ) ( ),dn n nx xR h p                    (18) 
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where 
 

                  
1

( ) ( ) ( ),
n

n i H

i
n i i∑xR x x               (19)                             

       *

1
( ) ( ) ( ),

n
n i

d
i

n i d i∑xp x               (20)  

 
have the dimensions 2 2L L  and 2 1,L  
respectively. 
 The RLS algorithm performs the matrix inversion 
necessary to determine the complex-valued filter 
coefficients ( )nh  with an arithmetic complexity 
proportional to 4L2. This order is too high for 
hardware implementations. The fast RLS (FRLS) 
algorithm [2] was developed to reduce the number of 
computations to an order of 2L. Nevertheless, it is not 
a viable option because its behavior is extremely 
unstable when operating with non-stationary signals. 
 Recently, a new adaptive algorithm was involved 
[5], which combines the RLS with the dichotomous 
coordinate descent (DCD) method. The resulting 
algorithm is called DCD-RLS [5], [7], [9]; its working 
principle is presented in Table 1. The solution for (18) 
is computed iteratively using the auxiliary system of 
equations [7] in step 4, which generates the solution 
vector ( )nh , also called the increment of the filter 
weights [7]. Besides, the DCD uses the residual vector 

( )nr [6], [7], which is updated in step 3 using the 

forgetting factor. The matrix ( )nxR  is initialized 

using a positive constant  multiplying 2 ,LI  the 
2 2L L  identity matrix.   
 In step 4, the complex-valued DCD [5], [6] 
performs the matrix inversion, using four important 
parameters. The first one is denoted by 

b
M  and it 

represents the number of bits used for the fixed point 
representation of the values in the solution vector 

( ).nh  The second important parameter is ,H  where 
;H H  is the expected amplitude range for the real 

and imaginary values in ( ).nh  By choosing the 
value of H  to be a power of two, the step size (the 
third critical parameter of the DCD) is initialized with 
H  and it is halved at some iterations. Thus, the step 
size has the connotation of bits used in the fixed point 
representation of ( )nh   and any operations made 
with it (multiplications or divisions) can be replaced 
by bit-shifts. As a result, the DCD computes the 
solution vector using only additions, with a maximum 
number of so-called “successful iterations,” denoted 
by 

u
;N  these iterations, which update the solution 

vector ( )nh  in four potential coordinate directions 
(positive  real,  positive  imaginary,  negative  real,  or  
imaginary),    include   the   main   load  of  arithmetic 
 

Table 1 
 

Initialization 2(0) , (0) , (0) Lxh 0 r 0 R I  

  
For n = 1, 2, … 

 
Step 1 

     

( ) ( 1) ( ) ( )Hn n n nx xR R x x  

 
Step 2 

     ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( )He n d n n nh x  

 
Step 3 

     ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( )n n n e nr r x  

 
Step 4 

    

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ( )n n n n n⇒xR h r h r  

      (solved with DCD iterations) 
 

Step 5 
   

  ( ) ( 1) ( )n n nh h h  

 
computations. The necessary value for 

u
N is expected 

to be small as the increment of the filter weights is 
computed, instead of the direct solution to the normal 
equations in (18) [6]. 
 The DCD method has two versions. The cyclic 
complex valued DCD [6] updates ( )nh  from the 
most significant bits to least important ones by 
checking each position for a possible update. The 
arithmetic complexity is upper-limited by the value: 
 
                   u b u1

,2 (2 1)N L N M N            (21) 
 
where 

1
N  represents the number of real valued 

additions, u ,N L  and b .M L  The cyclic DCD 
does not perform the updates in an efficient manner, 
hence a second version, called DCD with a leading 
element, was proposed [6]. It searches for the likely 
positions in ( )nh  to be changed by choosing the 
locations of the maximum absolute values (real and 
imaginary parts) of the residual vector ( ).nr  The 
accuracy of the leading DCD can be slightly lower as 
some updates can be “overlooked” [6], especially in 
scenarios with speech signal input. The computational 
effort has a new highest limit: 
 
                          2 u b(4 1) .N L N M                (22) 
 
The contribution of the term bLM  is eliminated in 

2
N  and the arithmetic complexity decreases (i.e., 

2 1
N N ).  
 Both versions of the DCD method stop 
performing modifications to ( )nh  when the 

maximum number of allowed updates uN  is 
achieved or all the bits of the solution vector have 
been processed.    More  details  about  the DCD-RLS  
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algorithm can be found in [5], [6], [7].  
 Furthermore, the arithmetic complexity can be 
reduced in step 1 by an order of 2L, if we consider 
that ( )nx  has the time shift property and the matrix 

( )nxR  is Hermitian [5], [7], [9]. 
 
 
IV. THE DUAL PATH DCD-RLS ALGORITHM  
 
 The DCD-RLS algorithm [9] is modified to 
include a two-path filtering methodology; the new 
algorithm is entitled the dual-path DCD-RLS. We use 
a pair of filters to mitigate the effects of high 
disturbance situations, such as the double-talk 
scenarios. The DCD-RLS filter coefficients represent 
now the so-called background (BK) filter [8], [9]. For 
every time instant n they are the product of the 
continuously updating adaptive filter. A secondary set 
of coefficients, named the foreground (FG) filter [8], 
[9], are used for the actual echo cancellation. The 
separation is intended to segregate any BK filter 
perturbation from the FG. Thus, a transfer logic (TL) 
[8], [9] is used, which acts as a set of four conditions 
that must be met for a number of Q consecutive 
iterations in order to make an update to the FG filter, 
i.e., to copy the BK coefficients to the FG. The 
transfer may not take place for each iteration.   
 In order to better understand the conditions in the 
TL, we denote the cross-correlation between any two 
complex signals ( )a n  and ( )b n  as 
 

                       *( ) ( ) ( ) ,
ab

r n a n b n⎡ ⎤
⎣ ⎦                 (23) 

  
where  denotes the mathematical expectation. 
Correspondingly, the variance of ( )a n  is expressed 
as: 
 

                         22 .( ) ( )
a

n a n⎡ ⎤
⎣ ⎦                      (24) 

 
 Moreover, two new complex signals are defined 
for the FG filter, the complex echo estimate [8], [9]: 
 

                        
f f

ˆ ( ) ( 1) ( ),Hy n n nh x                  (25) 
 

and the FG error signal [8], [9]: 
 
                          

f
ˆ( ) ( ) ( ).e n d n y n                      (26) 

 
 Therefore, the first condition of the TL states that 
enough input energy must exist, i.e., 
 
                                2

1
( ) ,

x
n T                             (27) 

 
where 

1
T  is a chosen threshold.  

 Conditions two and three compare the 
performance of the BK and the FG filters. Thus, the 
deviation measures for the two filters are computed as 
[8], [9] 
 

                       ff

f

ˆ

f
ˆ

( )
( ) ,

( )

y e

y d

r n
m n

r n
                            (28) 

                    
ˆ

b,
ˆ

( )
( ) ,

( )
D D

D

y e

D
y d

r n
m n

r n
                          (29) 

 
where D is a delay constant, ˆ( ) ( ) ( ),

D D
e n d n y n  

ˆ ( ) ( ) ( );H
D

y n n D nh x  ( )n Dh are the BK filter 
coefficients at time instant n D . Additional 
information about the purpose of the delay constant 
can be found in [8] and references therein. Condition 
two states that the deviation measure for the FG filter 
has a greater value, in order to permit a transfer from 
the BK [8], [9]: 
 
                               

f b,
( ) ( ).

D
m n m n                       (30) 

 
 Likewise, in condition three, the variances of the 
two error signals are compared [8], [9]: 
 
                              

f

2 2( ) ( ).
De en n                      (31) 

 
 Finally, the forth condition of the TL plays the 
role of a double-talk detector (i.e., it determines when 
the near-end signal is speech) [8], [9]: 
 

                                221 ,
( )
Dde

d

r
T

n
                      (32) 

 
where 2T  is a second chosen threshold. 
 The overall purpose of the TL is to prevent any 
transfer to the FG when the BK filter is affected by 
high disturbance. In such situations, the SAEC must 
be performed with the last “good” estimate of the 
complex echo path. The use of a pair of filters 
governed by the TL adds to the arithmetic complexity, 
but it makes the DCD-RLS more robust in double-talk 
scenarios. 
 
 

V. SIMULATIONS 
 
 Simulations were performed to demonstrate the 
validity of the theoretical models. The input signal is 
speech with a sampling frequency of 8 kHz and 
preprocessed with the method mentioned in the end of 
Section II. The four real-valued echo paths used in the 
experiments have the length L = 512. Besides, for the 
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near-end signal we generated a Gaussian noise with 
the stereo-echo-to-noise ratio (SENR) of 30 dB. The 
forgetting factor for the RLS algorithm was set to 

1 1/ (14 ).L  For the fixed point representation of 
the values in the solution vector we used 2H  and 

b
16.M   

 The parameters of the TL were set to 3,Q  
8

1
10 ,T  and 

2
0.99.T  The estimates for (23) and 

(24) were computed using an exponential window: 
 

         *ˆ ˆ( ) ( 1) (1 ) ( ) ( ),
ab ab

r n qr n q a n b n          (33) 

 
with 0.95.q  Finally, the performance of the 
adaptive algorithms was measured using the 
normalized misalignment expressed in dB: 
 
             t t10 2 2

,Mis( ) 20 log ( )n nh h h         (34) 

 
where 

2
 is the 

2
l  norm. 

 In Fig. 1, we compared the behavior of the 
classical RLS algorithm with the two versions of 
DCD-RLS (the BK filters), i.e., the cyclic DCD-RLS 
and the leading DCD-RLS; we used a maximum 
number of allowed updates u 8.N  A tracking 
situation occurs after 30 seconds; the four real-valued 
echo paths are suddenly changed. The misalignment 
shows that both proposed methods outperform the 
classical RLS. The comparison between the two 
DCD-RLS versions reveals that the leading DCD is a 
good compromise between arithmetic complexity and 
performance. Fig. 2 illustrates the behavior of the FG 
filters for the cyclic and the leading versions of the 
DCD-RLS in the tracking scenario. It is obvious that 
the TL allows an efficient transfer from the BK to the 
FG, even when the echo paths change. Frequent FG 
filter updates are necessary when crucial (required) 
variations take place in the BK filter. 
 In Fig. 3, we showed (for the same tracking 
scenario) the performance of the FG leading DCD-
RLS algorithm with different values of the parameter 
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Fig.1. Tracking scenario, comparison between the DCD-RLS 

versions (BK filters) and the classical RLS, Nu=8. 
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Fig.2. Tracking scenario, comparison between  

the DCD-RLS versions (FG filters),  Nu=8. 
 

u .N  Because the arithmetic complexity is 

proportional to u ,N  a compromise is necessary 
between the computational effort and performance. It 
can be noticed that u 8N  is a good choice for the 
matrix inversion task. 
 Furthermore, we performed simulations for a 
double-talk setting. The secondary speech sequence is 
present in the microphone signal ( )d n  during the 
time interval [25; 28.75] seconds. Fig. 4 shows the 
misalignment of the BK and FG filters for the leading 
DCD-RLS algorithm. It can be observed that the TL 
does not allow any transfer from the BK to the FG 
when the BK filter is affected by the strong 
perturbation.  The FG filter performs the SAEC using 
a “good” set of coefficients copied from the BK just 
before the double-talk situation occurs.  
 The dual filtering method provides good 
protection against the double-talk circumstances. 
However, an important drawback is the fact that the 
BK filter recovers slowly from the perturbation, 
making the FG vulnerable to any echo path changes. 
In Fig. 5, we repeated the simulation for the double-
talk setting. We added for the BK filter a reset 
condition which acts when the left-hand side of (32) is 
negative; the reset can occur only once for every 
second (8000 iterations). The BK filter recovers faster  
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Fig.4. Double-talk scenario, leading DCD-RLS, 

Nu=8, FG and BK filters. 
 
 

after the perturbation ends, making the adaptive filter 
more prepared for any necessary re-convergence 
process. 
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 In this paper, an alternative for the classical RLS 
algorithm was presented, i.e., the DCD-RLS, in the 
context of the WL model for SAEC. Two versions of 
the DCD method were analyzed, i.e., the cyclic 
complex valued DCD and the DCD with a leading 
element, respectively. Both solutions have lower 
arithmetic complexity, performing the necessary 
matrix inversion using only additions and bit-shifts. 
Moreover, a dual-path filtering approach was 
introduced to enhance the robustness of the DCD-
RLS algorithm in high disturbance scenarios like the 
double-talk. 
 Simulations showed that the dual-path DCD-RLS 
algorithm is a viable solution to the SAEC problem, 
with good performance and attractive computational 
effort for hardware implementations. 
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